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Paradise on earth. 
Exemplary scenic
landscapes. Huge multi-

hued mountains. Magical
mesmerising lakes. A cold
windy desert. Highest
motorable passes. Tough
terrain. Miles of  thrilling
mountainous, toughest,
adventurous roads!

Driving freaks, what have
you been waiting for? Need I
say more? Just pick up your
vehicle and plan a visit to
Laddakh. Once you visit, you
would want to go back again
and again and again.

Just remember it’s not an
easy journey. You'll need all
your steely will power, effort, 
physical strength and
endurance to complete the
journey as if  you were going
on the toughest pilgrimage. 
And on the way, you will
witness such panoramic, exotic
and breathtaking landscapes
that it will make you wonder
why you did not come here 

earlier. I came to the conclusion
that Leh-Ladakh adventure is
more about the journey, not the
destination in itself.

There are places everyone
visits, routes everyone takes, 
but there is always a lot more 
to explore if  you have the
courage.

During the transit from
Manali, the first high
mountain pass encountered
was Rohtang La. The troubles
started as soon as we passed
this area with bad roads and
non-existent roads alternating
with patches of  good roads all
the way to Sarchu and Pang.

Sarchu was the place where 
we chose to stay for the night. It
is at 14,300 feet above sea level,
a narrow valley bounded by 
mountain peaks on either side
and therefore it is cold and
windy. Oxygen levels are low 

and you may experience acute
shortness of  breath here. It is
recommended that here one
should just have food and rest.
Wear thermals, protect
yourselves from the wind and
do not expose to the cold. Give
the body time to acclimatize.

Once acclimatized, you can
enjoy the rest of  the journey
but shortness of  breath will
haunt you all the way, though it
will be easier to manage with
time. You will start getting the
feel of  Leh by next morning.
Nature at its sublime beauty
untouched, undefiled by 
human interference. Take a
bow. You would feel the need.

Ravishing rivers, mighty
mountains, albeit barren,
scintillating snow peaks and
glittering glaciers will greet
you at every turn. The
mountains would change from

brown to blue
to purple to green or red, you
may see all colours together. 
Wind and water eroded
sculptures will make you
wonder if  it’s the work of  us
humans. Such lively symmetry
at places you would be  inclined
to imagine an extinct
civilization.

Mountain streams from the
melting snow will wash your
feet and take away the pain of
the journey. The mighty rivers
of  Laddakh are the Indus, 
Zanskar, Suru and Dras. They
flow along most of  the way and
the pleasant symphony of  its
water can not be described in
words.

One rather mystifying thing
is the multi-coloured mountain
peaks -- you will see brown 
stone in one hill, green or black 
in the next hill, purple stones

in the third 
and orange in
the next.

There is a
lot to see, high

mountains, vast lakes, some
salt water, some fresh water, all
changing hues from
aquamarine to Prussian to sky 
blue, somewhere reflecting the
stones and at times reflecting
the silver lining of  the dark 
clouds above. The colours
change with the time of  the
day, by the minutes sometimes. 
They also reflect the glory of
the rising sun and they capture 
the magnificence of  the full
moon. Not to forget the
brilliant star studded sky that 
appears so close and flawless
that it make you believe you
are in heaven.

Tso Moriri and the Pangong
lakes are both majestic, and
worth visiting. Although Tso
Moriri is less frequented due to
the greater distance and higher
altitude (15,300 feet) but if  you
have spent time in Leh,

acclimization here won’t be a
big issue. We were quite
awestruck by the charm of  this
place.

Nubra valley unfolds the
mighty Indus river, dry
demonic dunes, and panoramic
hot springs. These dunes were 
formed from the Indus river 
changing its course over peri-
ods of  time and thenceforth
maintained by wind and water
erosion at 1100ft. This is a high
altitude cold desert with two 
humped camel found in this
desert and only here in India.

There are many monast-
eries, lovely serene majestic-
places to atone high in the
Himalayas. About 12 of  them
are located at hilltops, some are 
more than 400 hundred years
old. The ones worth visiting
are Thicksay, Shey, Hemis, 
Lamayuru and Alchi.

Local cuisine is not only 
palatable but delicious --
mainly thupka (noodle soup)
and momos. Rajma chawal is
my all time favourite. There 

are many modern eating joints
in Leh. If  that is not enough,
you have level one white water
rafting on Zanskar and Indus
rivers and glacier treks.

The War memorial of  Kargil
war is in Dras where our
gallant soldiers laid down their
lives in the treacherous cold
conditions to recapture the
famous Tiger Hill. A visit to
this place brings out tears of
pride, sorrow and joy together. 
And though we returned, there 
will always be a hangover of
the place called Laddakh.

The journey started in
Lucknow via Chandigarh
Manali Rohtang Sarchu to Leh.
The return was through Kar-
gil, Dras, Sonmarg , Srinagar,
Jammu and back to Lucknow.

(The writer is Lucknow-based
neurosurgeon)
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A manicure
which acts as
a subway pass

Fumbling around in your 
purse for your subway 
card is the least 

glamorous part of  many a 
daily commute. But what if
you could sail right through 
the turnstile thanks to your 
manicure?

Fashion student Lucie 
Davis, a BA Jewellery Design 
undergrad at London’s
Central Saint Martins school, 
has come up with a way to do 
just that. Her Oyster Card 
Acrylic Nails project features 
a stylish manicure that also 
doubles as an Oyster card, the 
travel pass used to get around 
the UK capital.

The concept works on a 
RFID chip taken from an 
Oyster card and hidden in one
of  the acrylic nails, allowing 
the wearer to simply touch 
their way in and out of  the 
London Underground. The set 
of  falsies are painted in the 
same blue and white pattern 
as the card. To drive the point 
home, it can also be topped up 
in the same way as a traditio-
nal pass. Relaxnews

A FINE   LIFE

Bringing in the regional
flavours, Hotel Sapna Clarks 

Inn has come up with Rangeelo
Rajasthan Food Festival at their
restaurant. Hotel’s executive chef
Raymond Gomes has dished out
choicest of delicacies from the
interiors of Rajasthan. Authentic
vegetarian dishes like dal bhati,
Jodhpuri mirchi ka paneer, gatte
ki sabzi with makai and bajare ki

roti are being served. For non-veg 
lovers they have Rajwada murg,
Jangali maas, Ramgarhi macchi
and Chittori bhuna murg besides
kesaria jalebi and bajre kee kheer. 
Hotels general manager Vaibhav 
Singh informed that the food fes-
tival will be available on buffet
basis during dinner and is priced
at Rs 399 and Rs 499 per plate for
veg and non-veg respectively. 

Rajasthani food fest
THE BUZZ

TRAVEL TIPS
■ If you are driving to Leh be 

prepared for emergencies
■ Carry enough snacks espe-

cially high calorie foods
■ Ensure fitness of your vehi-

cle and tyres
■ Carry spare tubes, tow rope, 

tyre insuflaters
■ Carry emergency medicines 

for fever, antiemetics, anti-
allergics, and for motion 
sickness

■ Carry oxygen cans or cylin-
ders

■ Buy breathing masks and 
wear them if you are aller-
gic to dust

■ Carry spare fuel if you plan 
circuitous routes

■ Avoid smoking and drinking 
as far as possible

■ Don’t stay on high altitude 
passes for more than 20 
min

■ Start early so that your 
excursions are complete 
before sundown

■ Avoid direct sunlight expo-
sure wear sunscreens dur-
ing the day
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USA-based Indian origin writer 
Dhirendra Tiwari’s debut 

novel Punk Sunk Love was 
launched by social worker 
Aparna Yadav at her residence 
recently. Tiwari also presented a 
copy of the book to State 
Information Commissioner 
Arvind Singh Bisht. He started 
writing some five years ago. 
Now he is working with a 
consulting firm in New York 
after completing his MS from 

US.  The book is a vibrant, funny,
thrilling love story of spunky 
people in love until something 
scandalous happens. 

Book released

Istambul was the theme at the
fashion art exhibition orga-
nised by Asma Hussain Inst-

itute Of  Fashon And Technol-
ogy at Lalit Kala Akademi.

The final year students of
AIFT displayed their exquisite
designs extracted from differ-

ent inspirations
from Istanbul --

the wisdom
shrine of  the
little Hagia

Sophia,
Saltant
Kapisi,

metallic

Mystic, Moorish architecture ,
Iznik art, local markets of  Ista-
nbul. The students had worked 
for two-months to come up
with these ideas and showcase
them in the five-day exhibition
that was inaugura-ted by 
fashion designer Rina Dhaka.

Amreen Siddiqui, a student
at AIFT, said, “I’m super excit-
ed as my designs are being
appreciated by visitors. I’m
happy to see my hard work 
bear fruits”.

Nashra Tahir, another
student said, “I have worked 
really hard for my designs, 
and this exhibition will help
people see the amount of  work 

we have put in”. Huda Afzal,
another final year student,
said, “I have learnt a lot here 
with the support of  the faculty. 
The exposure that our talent is
getting in the exhibition is
very inspiring”.

Speaking on the occasion,
Rina Dhaka said Lucknow was
a very under-explored city
when it came fashion design-
ing. Lucknow had a different
sense of  fashion,  especially 
chikankari, she added.

Asma Hussain advised the
student to grow as a professi-
onal at every step and keep 
exploring new horizons. 

Arpita Srivastava

Turkish touch
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